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Overview

The University of Adelaide 2018
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Between finishing my Bachelor degree and starting the Masters, I took a year off from studies and travelled through South America, Europe, and India. The whole trip was life changing, but notable and key built environment influences were Brasilia (Niemeyer), Machu Picchu (Inca), Rio, Buenos Aires, Europe: Corb (Villa Savoye, Ronchamp), Chareau (Mason de
Verre), Gaudi (Sagrada Familia, Casa Mila) and India (Corb at Chandigarh). Mid way through
the trip I stayed in London, working, and living in a pub for 3 months, this experience of service culture (I was employed as bartender, cook, and Nanny to the families 2 children)
helped me to understand people’s needs, a fundamentally important role of any designer is
to understand people.
My family moved from Sydney to Adelaide, and I chose to move with them and study the
Masters at University of Adelaide. Whilst at University of Adelaide I had a part time role with
ABC Architecture. ABC are a small practice of 6 staff whose principle work is bespoke
houses. I was the office ‘go-for.’ CAD documenter, printer, and general help to everyone.
On graduating from my Masters I began work with Best Architecture. Best is a small multidisciplinary practice based in Adelaide city with a focus on residential, education and Department of Defence projects.
Most of my experience has been gained on single residential, alterations and additions, and
a couple of multiple residential projects in early concept design during my time in the practice. I have always worked under the direct supervision of a registered architect, which has
allowed me to gain valuable insights into practice and the profession.
My experience detailed in the projects listed in my Statement of Practical Experience are
new houses and house additions. I have been involved primarily in preliminary, conceptual,
and detailed design phases of house additions, and for one single residential project for the
contract administration phase.
Typically there will be multiple projects happening at once, and on any one day I can be
across three or four projects at various stages of the project life.
The experience listed in my Statement of Practical Experience is focused on demonstrating
the spectrum of my experience and capabilities across the units of competency and the
specific performance competencies.
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Statement of Practical Experience

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

Project 1: Hometown House
Location

3 Suburban Street HOMETOWN SA 5999

Country

Kaurna

Project Period

August 2019 - November 2021

Area

300m2

Est. Cost

$2.5 million

Building Type

Single Residential

Construction

Timber frame, CFC cladding, KlipLock roof

Practice

Best Architecture

Supervising Architect

Best Director Jo Smith SA Reg No 55555

Procurement

Fully documented fixed lump sum tender
AIA Major Works Contract

Practice Construct Admin Role

Full contract admin

Candidate Responsibility

Project leader

Log Book Reference

Pages 5 -20

Project Brief and Overview

Mr and Mrs Not-Ordinary had a block of land with a fibro house
they wanted to live in until it was time to knock down and rebuild.
Their brief was to minimize the demolition and construction to
limit the time and cost of renting accommodation. They were
also passionate about respecting Country and regenerative design.

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Jo Smith Signature:
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Number: SA Reg No 55555

Statement of Practical Experience
Practice Management and
Professional Conduct
Performance Criteria
1,2,7,11,12,13,14,16

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

All my communications with the client were undertaken with an
understanding of the Code Of Conduct, and the legislation
around the role and responsibilities of an architect. The client architect agreement, which I assisted in writing, details Best Architects professional indemnity insurances and ensured sign off by
the client at each milestone. The Director oversaw my work
weekly, but daily roles were my responsibility.
During the project I had to manage the time of one documenter,
who I shared with another two teams. This sometimes meant
juggling deliverables to meet all client expectations.
I worked with the Director when he was explaining the various
procurement contracts available to the client, the client settled on
the AIA MW contract after careful consideration of the Directors
reasons. At the time, Best Architects had three good builders interested and we recommended full documentation followed by
tender would deliver the best price and program for the client.
I tabled the planning, code and NCC requirements which I ran
through with the Director at relevant stages of the project. With
the assistance of Structural, Civil, Indigenous and Sustainability
consultants we developed a matrix of items to check at appropriate stages and made sure it was suitable for full tender documentation.

Project Initiation and
Conceptional Design
Performance Criteria
19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 33, 35

The Director and I attended the first meeting with the client when
they described their brief for their home. We worked on a return
brief, that after a few iterations between the client and ourselves,
became the brief that the clients signed off.
Once the brief was agreed, we showed the client 3 options, they
selected one, which we further developed into 3 more options,
with this method we refined the building by constantly assessing
it against the budget, brief, effect on construction program, the
environment, and respect for Country.
I worked with the QS and other secondary consultants to vary
material selection and detailing to stay within the client budget,
we did this at various milestones identified in the client architect
agreement, (and again before the project went to tender).
During reviews with the Director we used our planning code and
NCC checklist to make sure the project kept on track, we also
worked with our sustainability consultant and used regenerative
design guidelines from the Living Future Institute to help us
achieve Zero Carbon

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Jo Smith Signature:
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Number: SA Reg No 55555

Statement of Practical Experience
Detailed design and
Construction Documentation
Performance Criteria
37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47

Design Delivery and
Construction Phase Services
Performance Criteria
48,49,51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

During the detailed design and construction phase we had regular meetings with the client, QS, Indigenous and Sustainability
Consultant as per the milestones detailed in the Client Architect
agreement.
At one stage we were concerned we may have to push back one
documentation milestone when the costings revealed an overrun. This had been driven by the Zero Carbon component of the
brief. We were able to keep the construction program, budget
and Zero Carbon under control by reducing the finish of the master and third bathrooms.
We went to tender and invited the 3 Builders recommended to
the client. They all bid, on time, with a range in price of 10%. The
Client chose the builder with the mid-price because they felt the
most comfortable with their approach to the program.
I held weekly site meetings during construction, the Director attended the first few, then after 2 months I ran them by myself.
The builder has worked with Best Architects for over 10 years
and delivers quality projects and was particularly good to work
with.
I managed the RFIs; and assessed the monthly progress claims,
with the assistance of a QS on some occasions, it was always
straight forward. There was one major EOT, due to the unusual
downpour of extended rain unprecedented in Adelaide history.
The builder had used up all the wet weather days as per the contract, but the client agreed to extend the date for practical completion.
Practical Completion was achieved at 4pm on the adjusted date.
The project is still under the defects liability period.

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Jo Smith Signature:
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Statement of Practical Experience

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

Project 2: The Hills Alts/Adds
Location

5 Somewhere Street Adelaide Hills SA 5251

Country

Peramangk

Project Period

November 2021 - current

Area

200m2

Est. Cost

Alts / Adds to a suburban house

Building Type

$1.2 million

Construction

Slab on ground, Timber frame, Concrete tile roof

Practice

Best Architecture

Supervising Architect

Best Director Jo Smith SA Reg No 55555

Procurement

Fixed lump sum tender
HIA Alts Adds Residential Building Contract

Practice Construct Admin Role

No involvement

Candidate Responsibility

Team member, reporting to the Project Director

Log Book Reference

Pages 21 - 24

Project Brief and Overview

The client’s scope of work includes a double storey addition to
the front, a new outdoor entertaining area to the rear and internal
alterations to the existing home. Due to the nature of the site, adjustments to the project scope were made throughout the course
of the conceptual design phase, to ensure feasibility of works
against the project budget. This involved constant communication with the client.

Practice Management and

I received a briefing from the supervising architect following initial
discussions with the client. We agreed a hierarchy of project requirements, what is and is not negotiable. We spent a lot of time
discussing the clients requirements and objectives, and agreed
what may have to be compromised. The Director and I were able
to convince the client the integration of a basketball court was
unfeasible due to the terrain of the site. With the client, we revised the brief after preliminary sketches to establish the best
outcome.

Professional Conduct
Performance Criteria
1,2,7,11,12,13,14,16

Discussed procurement options with the Director and client,
agreed HIA fixed lump sum for execution by owner and builder.

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Jo Smith Signature:
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Number: SA Reg No 55555

Statement of Practical Experience
Project Initiation and
Conceptional Design
Performance Criteria
19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 33, 35

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111
Undertook site visits, measure up of remaining sections of the
house, modelled site, and existing house in CAD. Met with an indigenous elder on site to discuss ways to respect Country. Performed a detailed site analysis, looking at access, topography,
orientation.
Reviewed Council development Plan to understand restrictions,
identified easements. Integrated NCC and Australian Standard
requirements, particularly for new fencing around the pool
Looked at various design options, through a process of elimination we have finally narrowed it down to the agreed design with
the Client.
The project has not developed to the next stage yet.

!

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Jo Smith Signature:
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Statement of Practical Experience

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

Project 3: Littletown Alts/Adds
Location

7 Little Street LITTLETOWN SA 5999

Country

Kaurna

Project Period

August 2021 – October 2021

Area

30 m2

Est. Cost

$50,000

Building Type

Alts / Adds to a suburban house

Construction

Fit out

Practice

Best Architecture

Supervising Architect

Best Director Lah Moore SA Reg No 77777

Procurement

Fixed lump sum, HIA Alts Adds Residential Building Contract

Practice Construct Admin Role

None

Candidate Responsibility

Documentation

Log Book Reference

Pages 25 - 27

Project Brief and Overview

A bathroom and kitchen alteration and addition with a very tight
budget. The client wanted the project designed and documented
quickly, insisting they would take over for the contract administration using a builder he had worked with previously.

Practice Management and

Through the Director’s guidance, we carefully limited the scope of
work in the Client Architect agreement to be very narrow, with a
clear communication process of meeting only once a week. The
client could have easily been a resource waster. Due to the tight
budget I was the sole person on the project. I met with the client
and wrote a return brief that was signed off. The client’s selection
of materials and specification were as per a previous house. Our
role was principally ensuring codes, standards and planning
guidelines and processes were achieved.

Professional Conduct
Performance Criteria
1,2,7,11,12,13,14,16

Project Initiation and
Conceptional Design
Performance Criteria
19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 33, 35
Detailed design and
Construction Documentation
Performance Criteria

Sat with the client and through a return brief set a basic brief that
the client approved. Due to it being an exceedingly small project,
the Director gave me control but expressly stated I was to spend
minimum time on the project. Environmental considerations were
handled from minimizing resources and wastage.
Produced the documentation in a timely manner for clients’
builder, keeping to our office policy of documenting once only for
this client. Was briefed by the clients builder as to finishes and details to document.

37, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47
No further stages

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Lah Moore Signature:
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Statement of Practical Experience

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

Project 4: Ravo Girls’ School
Location

20 Ravo Street BIGTOWN SA 5990

Country

Kaurna

Project Period

September 2015 - May 2019

Area

2,400 m2

Est. Cost

$5.2 million

Building Type

Mixed, Major alterations and additions to a Middle School

Construction

Multiple: Steel framed walkways, conc cantilevered canopies, brick infill.

Practice

Best Architecture

Supervising Architect

Project Architect Lah Moore SA Reg No 77777

Procurement

Managing Contractor with Gross Maximum Price

Practice Construct Admin Role

Answering RFIs and Checking Shop Drawings, Periodic Site Inspections,
Defects

Candidate Responsibility

2 IC to the Project Architect

Log Book Reference

Pages 28 - 42

Project Brief and
Overview

Best Architects were initially commissioned to develop a Master Plan
for the school. This project represented Stage 3 of the MasterPlan and
was divided into two stages. The first stage works involved the redevelopment of the existing library and IT spaces into classrooms to accommodate the Middle School. External works consisted of a new lift,
stair, and canopy to link the lower level of the campus with upper level
playing fields, middle school, and junior school. A new viewing deck
and canopy overlooking the upper playing fields also formed part of
the stage one works. The second stage of works encompassed the
redevelopment of the existing class spaces of the former middle
school into the new senior resource centre. A deck suspended from
the existing structure was a key coordination component of the stage
2 work.

Practice Management
and

PC 1

I always work in knowledge of the Code of Conduct and was aware the client
knew Best Architecture have PI insurance as it is in the Client Architect Agreement

Professional Conduct
PC 2

Delivered documentation packages under the supervision of the project architect to program, I always kept to the client timelines. I managed the bathroom
and stair packages.

PC 7

-

PC 11

-

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Lah Moore Signature:
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Statement of Practical Experience
PC 12

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

Completed a NCC and code review, particularly around access/ egress, sanitary design, and energy requirements. I worked with the First Nations advisors
to implement consideration of Country and telling a story as part of the new
circulation routes.

PC 13

Worked with the Managing Contractor, and their team, to align the documentation packages suitable for release for estimation and then for tender in packages.

PC 14

-

PC 16

Kept the safety in design register updated for our practice, and worked with
the contractor to feed into their register.

Project Initiation and

PC 19

Worked with the Managing Contractor Cost estimators both in supplying
sketch design, schedules, and specification for initial pricing, then revising as

Conceptional Design

per the estimates
PC 20

-

PC 21

I was part of two value management processes with the Managing Contractor’s team, this included option studies and design development on alternatives.

PC 23

Prepared the return brief for the classroom spaces and worked with the Deputy Principal until the school and the cost estimators agreed, then the Deputy
signed the approved brief.

PC 24

Prepared project development options as per the agreed brief, considered
program impact of school holiday ‘down time’ for the construction and worked
within the approvals process to make those dates possible.

PC 33

Worked with the ESD consultant to document the sustainable environmental
systems

PC 35

Worked with the ESD consultant on the Net Zero metrics

Detailed design and

PC 37

Was primarily responsible for delivering the working drawings for construction

Construction
Documentation

PC 38

Continued working on value management with the Managing Contractor during construction documentation

PC 39

Worked closely with the interior design team to document the conceptual and
detail designing the documentation

PC 41

Responsible for working with the structural, hydraulic, lift and mechanical consultants, making sure the co-ordination of services was correctly accommodated in the documentation.

PC 42

Assisted the project architect with the planning application to meet the planning regulations

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Lah Moore Signature:
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Statement of Practical Experience
PC 44

FirstName SurName 0400 999 111

Attended weekly site meeting with the Managing Contractor, consultants, major manufacturer suppliers to maintain documentation would meet the critical
path of the program.

PC 45

Worked with ESD and First Nations Consultants to make sure the appropriate
documentation regarding materials, fittings, and finishes.

PC 46

As part of the team lead by the project architect and managing contractor, we
regularly reviewed the NCC, risk, conditions of construction checklist as part of
our QA process.

PC 47

Delivered documentation on time at the appropriate delivery points for the project.

Design Delivery and

PC 48

-

Construction Phase
Services

PC 49

-

PC 51

-

PC 52

Worked with the Managing Contractor and project architect to package documentation and deliverables in a timely manner to suit the trade packages AND
the school program.

PC 53

-

PC 54

Attended weekly site meetings and site observation walks to answer RFIs on
the documentation, often walked around with consultants as well as the project architect.

PC 55

Kept the Best Architecture RFI (request for information) log, and the drawing
register. Managed the office site visit and record of activity register using the
PlanGrid app.

PC 56

Maintained the Best Architecture substitutions log, and in the last stages of the
project also the defects register.

PC 57

Assisted the Managing Contractor with the architectural information for processing RFIs, Variations, EOTs.

PC 58

Completed documentation including drawings, schedules, and reports.

PC 59

Worked with the project architect to understand / mitigate the risks in the documentation for program, quality, meeting the client brief, keeping the client
happy, keeping the Managing Contactor happy!

I confirm the Candidate's description of the project and the Candidate's involvement
Supervising Architect Name: Lah Moore Signature:
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APE Part 1 NSCA Project Matrix
CANDIDATES MUST Identify where in their Statement of Practical Experience (SoPE) they have addressed the
Part 1 mandatory performance criteria
All Performance Criteria are to be met at the Competency Profile 'At the point of registration'. Each Performance
Criteria must be met by a minimum of 1 project.
Within the NSCA, the Performance Criteria are organised into 4 Units of Competency. Full details of the NSCA can
be found here: https://www.aaca.org.au/national-standard-of-competency-for-architects/

The Hills Alt/Add

Littletown Alt/Add

Ravo Girls' School

1

2

3

4

5

þ
Identify practice resources and apply practice methods and quality assurance
systems within an ethical practice management framework to comply with
and facilitate efficient, consistent and timely delivery of architectural
services.
þ
Apply and follow processes for clear and consistent communication with
clients and relevant stakeholders throughout the project, including obtaining
approvals from clients and stakeholders.
þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

þ

þ

þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

☐

No. Project Name

Hometown House

Applicant name: FirstName SurName

PC
1

2

7

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Demonstrate understanding of the regulatory requirements and obligations
pertaining to practice as an architect, including legislation, professional
codes of conduct, and obligations for continuing professional development
and professional indemnity insurance.

11

Be able to assess, recommend and/or select an appropriate procurement
process, with consideration for its impact on all phases of a project –
including design, documentation and project delivery – and provide advice to
the client in terms of the level of scope of service for consultants.

þ

þ

☐

☐

☐

12

Provide independent, culturally responsive and objective advice in
accordance with relevant building codes, standards, technical specifications
and guidelines, and planning regulations, including climate change
implications, across all aspects of architectural practice.

þ

þ

þ

þ

☐

13

Be able to identify and apply strategies, programming and processes for
documentation through all project stages to facilitate project delivery, as
appropriate to selected procurement processes.

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

Be able to identify and apply construction services provisions and/or
construction administration systems needed to fulfil all obligations
appropriate to the procurement process in accordance with the terms of the
agreement.
þ

þ

☐

☐

☐

þ

☐

þ

☐

14

16

Be able to apply risk management and mitigation strategies – including
safety in design, project risk, requirement for resilience from the impacts of
climate change and appropriate insurances – across architectural services.

þ

APE Part 1 NSCA Project Matrix
CANDIDATES MUST Identify where in their Statement of Practical Experience (SoPE) they have addressed the
Part 1 mandatory performance criteria
All Performance Criteria are to be met at the Competency Profile 'At the point of registration'. Each Performance
Criteria must be met by a minimum of 1 project.
Within the NSCA, the Performance Criteria are organised into 4 Units of Competency. Full details of the NSCA can
be found here: https://www.aaca.org.au/national-standard-of-competency-for-architects/

21

23

24

33

35

Ravo Girls' School

20

Littletown Alt/Add

19

The Hills Alt/Add

PC

Hometown House

No. Project Name

Applicant name: FirstName SurName

1

2

3

4

5

þ

þ

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

☐

þ

þ

þ

☐

þ

þ

þ

☐

þ

☐

þ

☐

þ

þ

þ

☐

☐

☐

þ

☐

PROJECT INITIATION AND CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Be able to identify, analyse and evaluate client project requirements and
objectives using qualitative and quantitative methods and, where required
by the terms of engagement, to assist cost estimators in determining project
feasibility/viability.
þ
Be able to assess project budget and timeframe against project
requirements and objectives, relevant legislation, statutory planning
requirements, building codes and standards.
þ
Be able to apply project budgets, or work with quantity surveyor to establish
project budgets, based upon understanding of cost planning, value
management and factors influencing project cost relevant to the project
type and scale.
þ
Be able to prepare a return brief for approval by the client and relevant
stakeholders in response to a client brief and any areas of deviation or noncompliance.
þ
Be able to prepare and analyse project development options in response to a
project brief – its objectives, budget, user intent and built purpose, risk and
timeframes, including environmental sustainability considerations.
þ
Be able to investigate, coordinate and integrate sustainable environmental
systems – including water, thermal, lighting and acoustics in response to
consultants’ advice
þ
Be able to assess operational and embodied carbon implications of materials,
components, construction systems and supply chains (including transport) to
achieve net zero whole life carbon when developing design concepts. This
includes integrating relevant consultant expertise and advising on the impact
of chosen materials, components and systems on carbon outcomes.

þ

APE Part 1 NSCA Project Matrix
CANDIDATES MUST Identify where in their Statement of Practical Experience (SoPE) they have addressed the
Part 1 mandatory performance criteria
All Performance Criteria are to be met at the Competency Profile 'At the point of registration'. Each Performance
Criteria must be met by a minimum of 1 project.
Within the NSCA, the Performance Criteria are organised into 4 Units of Competency. Full details of the NSCA can
be found here: https://www.aaca.org.au/national-standard-of-competency-for-architects/

39
41
42
44

45

46

47

Ravo Girls' School

38

Littletown Alt/Add

37

DETAILED DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION
Be able to produce timely, accurate, complete and comprehensible
documentation of the design so that it can be constructed.
Be able to work within budget and time constraints while maintaining the
defined project design intent. This includes participating in value
management processes where engaged to do so.
Be able to integrate the material selection, structural and construction
systems established in the conceptual design into the detailed design and
documentation.
Be able to coordinate and integrate input from specialists and consultants
into the detailed design and documentation.
Be able to prepare planning applications that comply with planning
regulations.
Maintain effective and clear communication in the coordination of relevant
consultants, manufacturers and suppliers as required under the terms of
engagement.

The Hills Alt/Add

PC

Hometown House

No. Project Name

Applicant name: FirstName SurName

1

2

3

4

5

þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

þ

☐

þ

þ

☐

☐

☐

þ

☐

☐

þ

þ

☐

☐

þ

þ

☐

Be able to nominate and integrate quality and performance standards with
regard to selected materials, finishes, fittings, components and systems,
considering the impact on Country and the environment, and the whole life
carbon impact of the project. This includes integrating life cycle assessments
and other expertise and advice from consultants.
þ
Be able to produce project documentation that meets the requirements of
the contract and procurement process and complies with regulatory
controls, building standards and codes, and conditions of construction and
planning approvals.
þ
Be able to complete and communicate on-time, accurate documents for
relevant stakeholders, including drawings, models, specifications, schedules
and construction documentation
þ

APE Part 1 NSCA Project Matrix
CANDIDATES MUST Identify where in their Statement of Practical Experience (SoPE) they have addressed the
Part 1 mandatory performance criteria
All Performance Criteria are to be met at the Competency Profile 'At the point of registration'. Each Performance
Criteria must be met by a minimum of 1 project.
Within the NSCA, the Performance Criteria are organised into 4 Units of Competency. Full details of the NSCA can
be found here: https://www.aaca.org.au/national-standard-of-competency-for-architects/

The Hills Alt/Add

Littletown Alt/Add

Ravo Girls' School

1

2

3

4

5

þ

☐

☐

☐

☐

þ

☐

☐

☐

☐

þ

☐

☐

☐

☐

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

þ

☐

☐

☐

☐

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

Be able to apply relevant processes required for certification of monetary
progress claims, project variations, extensions of time, project instructions,
and requests for information, practical completion or other administrative
functions explicit in the selected procurement method and associated
construction contract.

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

Complete documentation – including specifications, drawings, schedules,
reports, certification and approvals – and other project information for issue
to the client and relevant authorities, as required under the construction
contract and relevant building and planning codes.

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

Understand and mitigate risks associated with preparing and recording
documentation.

þ

☐

☐

þ

☐

No. Project Name

Hometown House

Applicant name: FirstName SurName

PC
48

49

51

52

53
54
55
56

57

58

59

DESIGN DELIVERY AND CONSTRUCTION PHASE SERVICES
Be able to select and implement project administration systems, based upon
an assessment of the selected procurement method and its implications on
project delivery.
Be able to implement project team structures necessary to deliver a full suite
of professional services or partial services appropriate to the selected
procurement process.
Be able to provide advice to clients and lead (or contribute to) the process of
selecting a qualified contractor in accordance with the agreed procurement
method and construction contract.
Be able to apply the principles and mechanisms implicit in the selected
procurement method and associated construction contract(s), based on an
understanding of the implications of differing contractual relationships.
Be able to provide advice to clients on the impact of a selected procurement
method on cost, time, life cycle implications and quality control during the
construction phase.
Be able to monitor construction progress and quality as required under the
provisions of the construction contract, which may include site visits.
Be able to apply appropriate and consistent systems for record keeping,
document control and revision status during the construction phase.
Be able to apply appropriate and consistent systems for identification of
defects, rectifications and approval of substitutions.

